FEV Consulting combines top management consulting expertise with the technical capabilities and knowhow of the FEV Group. Our deep industry knowledge enables us to create pragmatic solutions to some of the most pressing and complex issues facing today’s enterprises. The impact of new product and process technology, shifting patterns of supply and demand, and ever increasing customer, investor and legislative requirements create new, intense pressures on businesses worldwide. FEV Consulting works with clients to address their most challenging business issues. We employ an analytical approach, proven capabilities and – most importantly – real industry knowledge to resolve clients’ problems.

Main functions, requisites & benefits

Main functions
To conduct cost analysis of conventional and in particular electrified drives. To identify and evaluate cost reduction potentials (alternative production processes and materials, re-design, exploitation of purchasing potentials) in close cooperation with interdisciplinary project teams. To conduct cost evaluations of technical concepts and give solutions for Target costing in development projects. To develop existing methods and tools for Cost calculation and active know-how construction. To document, present and discuss results in the team and in front of customers.

Requisites
Engineering or industrial engineering degree. Experience in defining and evaluating manufacturing processes, processes, machine costs, tooling costs, etc. in production, production planning, toolmaking, development, purchasing or idea-based cost accounting, value analysis. High commitment and willingness to take responsibility. Self-employment (after training) in goal-oriented work in compliance with set appointments. Team player with social skills and very good communication skills. High interest in innovations and future technologies. Sound knowledge in dealing with Excel and PowerPoint. Very good knowledge of English and willingness to intercultural experiences.

Benefits
Shape the mobility of tomorrow
Work on innovative and cutting-edge challenges. Work flexibly
Our model of scheduling work and our office daycare (site-dependent) center will allow you to find a perfect balance between your personal and professional life. Expand your horizons
Not only will working on new technologies every day help you improve yourself, but our continuing education program will also help you stay up to date at all times. Keep in shape
An extensive offering of company sports activities (site-dependent) and company health management will keep you in shape and ensure you are well balanced. Experience appreciation
An attractive base salary and numerous other benefits offer new opportunities for you.